There is a decidedly internet flavour to this issue, with articles by Howard Smith on Internet provision of enrichment opportunities for both school and home, Graeme Salter discusses making effective use of online discussion groups and Ken Dillon introduces us to OZTL_NET: An online professional community for teacher librarians. The use of the Internet also raises many ethical issues in schools and Andrew Meyenn discusses these in his article, "A proposed methodology for the teaching of Information Technology ethics in schools," and lastly Paul Symons an expert on how to hold onto all of that great gear of yours discusses computer security in his article "Computer Theft – made easy".

Howard Smith’s article on Internet provision of enrichment opportunities to school and home has been reproduced in full in this issue as it was wrongly attributed when originally published. My sincere apologies to Howard for this error.

Issue 1 for 2001 will be a special issue with reports from all States on the subject of teaching Computer Studies.

Issue 2 for 2001 will focus upon cutting edge technologies in education.